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Baobab Children Foundation
Ghana | West Africa

Socially and physically challenged - hand in hand
SPECIAL NEWSLETTER JUNE 2021

Dear Friends of Baobab

It‘s already June again and I‘m still in Ghana. I originally intended to write this special newsletter sooner than 
this but a few things didn‘t go as planned. I ended up catching the Covid bug after all and therefore had to 
reschedule my fl ight for the third time. As you can imagine, I had to take some time to recover and was unable 
to get a lot done. I had a moderate case of the Corona virus, didn‘t have to stay at a health clinic and could 
remain at home to get better. I have now almost recovered and can get to work on this newsletter which was 
announced in April. In the last newsletter, I showed pictures of where we were with this project; in this one I will 
show you where we‘re headed in the future. Before I do that, I would like to announce something;

20 Years Baobab – A Big Celebration in Ghana on 26th November 

Everyone, who is inclined and has the time, is invited to experience Baobab at fi rst hand.
There is a big surprise programme and the launch of our new farming project, prepared by our
students and Ghanaian colleagues. Ghanaians love preparing and celebrating events. We can
all look forward to something very special.

20 Years – What Does the Future Hold? 

This is a conversation we‘ve been having for the past two years. 

After 20 years we now need to ensure a sustainable future for our projects.  

Our current projects include: 

• Baobab School of Trades and Traditional Arts

• Baobab Culture Troupe, a Dance and Theatre Group

• Baobab House with a Vegetarian Restaurant, Guest House and Shop

• and many more social case-by-case initiatives, medical in nature, as well as support for poverty reduc-

tion, provision of employment for former students, etc. 
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The Necessity of Social-Entrepreneurial Work

Over the years, we have begun to work not only in a social context but have also branched out into entrepre-
neurial activities. The purpose is to generate income to ensure the sustainable development of our projects by 
selling products in Germany from our school in Ghana.

Our Achievements Thus Far

1. Baobab House in Cape Coast with its shop, vegetarian moringa restaurant and its six guest rooms 
employs ten former students and transfers approximately 8,000GHC a month to the NGO account since 
2008, which amounts to about 14,000€ year.   

2. Our workshops - these include carpentry, rattan furniture-making, kente weaving, batik and sewing - of-
ten fulfil  local as well as international orders. The students learn by doing. However, the workshops don‘t 
ensure a regular income. 

3. In Germany products from the school are sold during three Africa Festivals and two testile trade fairs 
every summer. We are planning on establishing an Online Shop.  

4. The school‘s organic farm supplies the restaurant, the shop and the school kitchen as much as possible. 
The students learn about organic farming as a useful life skill and help out on the farm at the same time.  

To ensure the economic future of Baobab in the long term, we‘ve developed the following project:  

BAOBAB ADEPA ORGANIC FARMS 
Adepa = something special, precious

This will be a large certified organic moringa farm for the local market as well as for export, along with other 
superfoods as intercropping. The farm will be a training opportunity for young people in organic farming and 
agribusiness, which has been part of the Baobab School‘s curriculum for years. It will also generate jobs for 
young people.
To make this project a reality we have leased 14.5 hectares of land for 50 years. The lease can be extended in 
the future. Four hectares of the land is rain forest which is to be reforested and preserved.

Cumulative Costs: 

Farmland 10 ½ ha  76.470,- € 
Rainforest 4 ha 29.411,- €

The land has many long-term benefits: 

1. Until about four years ago, the land was organically cultivated. Some parts have since been treated che-
mically, These parts will be regenerated over the next three years. 

2. It‘s not far away from our training centre and easy to reach by public transport. 

3. Our predecessors on the land had already built a natural water reservoir which supplies water even in 
the dry season. Some of the water originates from the rainforest right next to it. 

4. The land is close to the main road and can easily be provided with electricity, if needed. However, we 
intend to use solar power. 
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Lake on the land

Farmland
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Sustaining the Rainforest 

In Ghana almost all forests have already been cut down which leads to immense climate problems. Next to the 
farmland, 4 hectares of original rainforest remains.  

1. We want to sustain this little rainforest in partnership with Forestry in order to save it from deforestation. 
The rainforest is a local sanctuary which bans people from hunting or chopping down trees there.  

2. There are alligators, monkeys, and many different kinds of birds. We want to preserve them. 

3. We also want to plant new tree species, that don‘t exist in the forest anymore, to sustain its biodiversity. 
Forestry has analysed the forest and wants to place 400 saplings of differing species at our disposal. 
Amongst them are Mahogany, Rose Wood, Bako/ Makore, Sapele, Black Hyedua, Black Mahogany, 
Odum, and other species.  
In front of the forest we will plant bamboo for our own furniture-making needs. 

Rainforest

In the rainforest: marking out for planting the tree saplings
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Involvement of the Students In Preparations 

Friday means farming day. In the past few weeks the students have nursed about 16.000 moringa saplings.
That means preparing the bags, preparing the soil, filling the bags, adding the seeds, watering them...

all students help

students with disabilities included

adding the seeds to the soil
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the seeds need to be wate-
red regularly

a delicate moringa sprouts 
after only a few days

saplings after four weeks
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CHARITY APPEAL

We are looking for supporters for our farming project. 

1. To buy the land - farmland and rainforest - we still need a total of 
39.000,- €: 
 
  25.000,-€ for the farmland 
  14.000,-€ for the rainforest 

2.  It‘s rainy season and our farm manager, Michael Asare, wants to 
start working on the land right away. 
 
16.000 moringa saplings have already been nursed and are waiting to 
be planted.

To start the farming work, we will need 7.000€ in the coming two months.
This money is for clearing the virgin land, ploughing and planting. Cow 
and chicken dung has also being ordered and picked up from the sup-
plier. The dung was brought in from pretty far away. 

We also need to get farming supplies and protective clothing for the wor-
kers, i.e. boots and tools. 

Do you have any more ideas on how we can make this project as suc-
cessful as possible? We need more sponsors and supporters.
 

Every donation is very welcome.  
 

Many people, 

that work together, 

can accomplish great things. 
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WE HELP – THANKS TO YOUR DONATIONS

DONATION ACCOUNT

Good news: The Zukunftsstiftung will be doubling all collective donations this year, drawing a limit at 
10.000,- €. Thank you to Dr Massmann and her colleagues.
Important: The Zukunftsstiftung has to be informed about who is making the donation. 
Beate.Oladeji@gls-treuhand.de

Zukunftsstiftung Entwicklung
DE05 4306 0967 0012 3300 10
BIC: GENODEM1GLS
Code: „Baobab Sammelspende“ 
Enter your address as well.

If you would like to help, no matter how much, you can donate directly on our website via Paypall or 
you can donate to

africa action/Deutschland e.V. 
Pax-Bank eG Köln
IBAN DE03 3706 0193 0000 9988 77
GENODED1PAX
Code: GH 75 BAOBAB

Please enter the code and your address for the donation receipt! 

Thank you to all sponsors and donors, people who are supporting us in the back-
ground with advertising our events and projects, who upload the newsletter from our
website, translate, order and fill containers and help with so many things that Baobab
needs. We will stay active and optimistic for the future.
MedasePapaapa from all students and staff, without you Baobab wouldn‘t be what it
is today.

Greetings from Ghana, Edith de Vos and the Baobab Team
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CONTACT

Facebook
http://www.facebook.com/BaobabChildren          
http://www.facebook.com/baobabhouse 

WhatsApp +233 244 723 241
ghana@baobab-children.de

SPONSORSHIP 
Monika Lockemann
patenschaften@baobab-children.de
Tel +49-711–728 5638 

EVENTS, VOLUNTEERS, GENERAL
Edith de Vos Managing director of Baobab Children Foundation 
WhatsApp +49 160 1720 236
ghana@baobab-children.de

FINANCES AND DONATION CERTIFICATES   
info@africa-action.de   Address
africa action/Deutschland e. V.
Südweststraße 8 
50126 Bergheim
Tel +49-2271–767540
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